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Newcomer
Youth Voices
on Surrey LIP

Youth-led conferences are nothing new, but newcomer-led conferences are pretty unique! Inspired by
the Vancouver Foundation’s Fresh Voices initiative,
the Surrey Refugee Youth Planning Team hosted
their own! This newsletter highlights our experiences
at this awesome event! >

(Newcomer Youth Voices on Surrey LIP cont.)

>

Surrey LIP strongly believes in bringing
authentic voices from newcomer communities to our activities. Since 2014, Surrey
LIP has supported the Surrey Immigrant
Advisory Roundtable, a community group
composed of local immigrant/refugee residents who provide feedback on Surrey LIP
activities and who have organized a number of community events for newcomers.
Youth were identified as a priority in both
of Surrey LIP’s Strategic Plans on Immigrant Integration and Refugee Integration.
Hence, the move to form a newcomer
youth group that will lead the implementation of the youth-related activities such
as youth conference and intercultural
exchange activity. By forming the Youth
Planning Team and continuously engaging with newcomer youth, LIP believes in
enhancing youth’s leadership capacity.

Fadia Jouni
Kamar Aljohmani
Kue K’nyawmupoe
Nargis Babrakzai
Noor Alshhadeh
Samia Ghannoum

Thanks to our adult ally: Zahrae Al-Zaim
Visit SurreyLIP.ca to learn more about
how to get involved with the Surrey
Newcomer Youth Team!
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On March 18, 2017,the Youth Planning
Team hosted a full-day Surrey Newcomer Youth Leadership Conference.
Over 60 newcomer youth showed up
and represented over 20 cultural groups.
One of the main objectives of the day
was to inspire newcomer youth to take
leadership roles in their communities.
While we gathered for a busy day of
learning, of course we also had lots of fun
mingling, laughing and dancing!
The day started with Kevin Kelly of the
Kwantlen First Nation giving an indigenous
welcome with his son Michael Gabriel
Kelly. They shared songs and stories with
us. Kevin and Michael reminded us not to
lose our cultures and languages. “This is
who you are, don’t ever lose that!”
As a planning group, we felt strongly about
including cultural and art exchanges at this
conference. We wanted to share our cultural music, clothing, food and languages.
It was important for us that people see the
beauty of our backgrounds. Cue the music!

The 2017 Refugee Youth
Planning Team Members
Ahmad Alzoubi
Aya Abdel-Dayem
Ayah Al-Hasan
Ayat Al Krad
Dacious Richardson
Dahir Abdi Mohamed

Inspiring,
Learning and
Dancing
Together

|

We all agreed that the highlight of the
conference was the Cultural Fashion
Show and Dance Performances that took
place over lunch as we enjoyed a meal
together. Our youth models showcased
clothing from diverse communities: Syrian,
Liberian, Karen, Iraqi, Afghani and Somali.
We saw dabke dance by the Ethar BC
organization and a performance by the
Somali Youth Association of BC. We also
put on cultural music and grooved to Latin
and Arabic music!
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Did you know…?
Surrey is located on the
traditional territories of
the Semiahmoo, Katzie,
Kwikwetlem, Kwantlen,
Qayqayt and Tsawwassen
First Nations.
Jorge Salazar, Director of Inner Activist and
former Manager of Fresh Voices, inspired
us with his opening keynote on “Being
Yourself.” What the heck does that mean?
Jorge shared his family’s migration journey
to Canada from Colombia as refugees. As
a teenager starting over in a new place,
there was a lot to take in. With his own
experience, he dedicated his work in helping and advocating for newcomer youth.
Jorge showed us his favourite candy called
Bon Bon Bum (awesome name, right?)
and he showed us on the world map
where Colombia is.
Jorge told us “Don’t be afraid of being
the face of your cultural group.” He said
we have so much to share that we don’t
need “experts” to tell us what to do. We
need to step up and take on leadership
roles! REPRESENT!
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The Sumi Ink Club invites people to paint
together with a single colour
Our closing keynote,
Steve Dooley, spoke
with youth about
“making a change
starting with your education.” Learning can
mean English training
and post-secondary
education, but also
community events like
the conference.
Steve made it to a few of the workshops. He mentioned to us that
newcomer youth had told him about
how barriers to further education are
also barriers to wider integration. As the
executive director of SFU Surrey, Steve
promised to take these concerns back
and share these voices and areas of
concern with faculty members and the
SFU committee that he is involved with.

Edward Westerhuis,
with the City’s Arts Services, had been a champion in working with the
Youth Planning Team!
He came to our meeting and showed us the
activity called Sumi Ink
Club. Edward helped us
host this activity as part
of an Art Collaboration
Event on March 13th
at the Surrey Central
Library. Participants felt
this activity was meditative, expressive and
unique! We loved it so
much that we brought
it back to the conference! We walked around
the table, adding lines

over each other. This
hands-on activity
created an inclusive
space for shared discovery and creative risk
taking. The result was
these giant paintings
full of surprises!

Youth Planning Team Hooray, we did it!
Youth Planning Team Reflections

By Kue K’nyawmupoe

Planning Team taught me to
reach out to other youth in the
community and connect.

The Youth Planning Team was
a positive experience and I am
grateful for the opportunity we
had. I learned from each and
every person in the team and
we share the same passion of
helping others, especially refugee
youth like ourselves. I appreciate the opportunity of getting to
know one another and I enjoyed
each and every valuable conservation we had. I believe that we,
as refugee and new immigrant
youth should work together,
support one another and thrive.
My experience with the Youth
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By Aya Abdel-Dayem
Being a part of the Refugee Youth
Planning Team was a great experience. It allowed for the opportunity to meet new people and gain
insight as to how a large scale
event is planned. Furthermore, it
allowed for the chance to learn
about the many different refugees
and their challenges in Canada
who came from Palestine, Iraq,
Syria, Karan (Burma/Thailand),
Liberia, Afghanistan and Somalia.
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Session on Leadership

Community involvement and capacity building is what
is needed to influence change and share our voices
By Ilhan Abdullahi, Workshop Facilitator
and the Somali Youth Association of B.C.
(find us on Facebook).

Youth were engaged in activities and
discussions that were reflective of the
idea that leadership can take any form,
starting in your home, in your neighborhood and within your communities. It
was agreed upon that leaders need to be
reflective of the community they wish to
support and advocate for and with.
All leaders have
different styles of
influencing a group
and bringing about
change. In this
workshop, the youth
were able to reflect
on this by choosing their favorite leadership quotes that
were most relatable to them. As a result,
a few youth shared that they can now
see how each individual brings a unique
characteristic and vision and the impact
these voices and traits can have when
we come together.
Two great examples of leadership within
our communities were Sanctuary Cities
movement www.sanctuarycityvan.com

what youth
can do
in Surrey
Did you know
that you could
get free space
and funding to
realize your
dream projects?
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Allyship “is not an identity – it is a
lifelong process of building relationships based on trust, consistency, and
accountability with marginalized
individuals and/or groups of people.”

The workshop was concluded with
youth sharing stories of their journeys
as newcomer youth and how they
wish to be leaders in their communities
and advocate with and for other newcomer youth with similar experience to
support their positive integration
into Canadian society.

Youth reflected on the impact of wars and
colonization that took place in their countries and how there are many similarities to what the indigenous people have
experienced. To conclude the session,
youth were invited to reflect on ways in
which they, as newcomers, can stand in
solidarity with the indigenous peoples.

Neighbourhood Small
Grants (NSG)

www.neighbourhoodsmallgrants.ca

• NSG fund residents to work
together to build more connected community.
• Projects like block parties,
community games, movie
night can be funded.
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By Nada Elmasry, Workshop Facilitator

Both initiatives demonstrated the
importance of leadership and advocating
for a change you believe in. Throughout
the guest speakers’ discussions, it was
concluded that although
it is important to focus
on individual leadership roles and skills,
community involvement
and capacity building is
what is needed to influence change and share
our voices. Youth can
make a difference and
attending the Newcomer Youth Voices conference showed
that they are all leaders.

Youth can be leaders in
our communities. There
are many resources
available in Surrey!
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Session on
Solidarity with
Indigenous
Peoples:
Allyship
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In the Allyship workshop, youth were
taken on a journey to learn about the
history of the land. Our guest facilitator,
Anna Soole, engaged the youth in games
and storytelling in which she shared
stories about the life her ancestors have
lead in the past and the struggles they
have faced. Youth Learned about residential schools and colonization and the
impact that they continue to have on the
indigenous people.

• You can get up to $500
through this grant.
• Oak Avenue Neighbourhood
Hub managed NSG in Surrey.
• You can apply each year in
February - March.

City of Surrey - The
Neighbourhood Team

www.surrey.ca/neighbourhoodteam

• You can book a space free of
charge at rec centres or City
Hall for your dance rehearsal
or event.

• You can borrow City’s Event
Equipment Kit that includes
a sound system, tables,
chairs, tents and more.
• Neighbourhood Enhancement Grant is available all
year for projects in open
space that brings people together. Ask City’s Neighbourhood Team for more info!
The session was facilitated by
City staff and representative from
the Oak Neighbourhood House.

